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Visitors to the 9th Berlin Biennale for Contemporary Art in 2016 might have
puzzled over the exhibition brochure they received upon entering the show. The
front page featured a photograph of the upper torso and head of a man lying on
his stomach, propped up on folded arms. With a warm smile and friendly expres-
sion, he appeared to be about to speak into a black microphone (or possibly a
reading lamp) in front of his face. His white tank top and the milky, formless back-
ground gave no clue to his profession or explanation for his actions. Many viewers
would have already encountered the image on banners and advertisements
around the city, including in the subway system and on building facades, testifying
to the highly visible presence of the exhibition during the summer’s peak tourism
period. It was only in the catalogue, however, that a bit of text shed some light on
the image; the phrase “Why should fascists have all the fun?” was printed on the
page opposite the photograph.1 What familiar forms of address did this two-page
spread conjure up? Was it a Jenny Holzer–esque play on the evil banalities of
authoritarian language? A lighthearted comment on the consumer’s right to pur-
sue pleasure? Or a more pointed joke about the disjuncture between works of art
and their captions in the context of an international exhibition? This single image-
text combination, part of a series made for the exhibition by Roe Ethridge and
Babak Radboy, is emblematic of the unstable experience that left the audience of
the biennial with little guidance as to how to interpret the evidently comedic but
seemingly earnest curatorial approach that marked much of the work on view.
Ethridge and Radboy’s series formed a conspicuous thread running through
the exhibition, catalogue, and promotional materials, which used the images to
trace a blurry line between the categories of stock photography and art photogra-
phy. Featuring attractive models and evidently shot with a high degree of studio
and styling precision, the images could be understood as either an incisive joke
about the biennial’s unavoidable link to consumer culture or a subtly ironic cri-
tique of contemporary art’s promotion of lifestyle over artistic style. The most
recent edition of the Berlin biennial, which launched in 1998 as the city was rapid-
ly becoming an international magnet for cultural producers, was curated by the
1. See The Present in Drag, ed. Lauren Boyle (Berlin: DISTANZ, 2016), pp. 178–79.
New York–based fashion and art collective DIS
(Lauren Boyle, Solomon Chase, Marco Roso,
and David Toro) under the suggestive title The
Present in Drag. The curators tapped into the
German capital’s global reputation as an alter-
native, progressive, welcoming city—especially
for contemporary artists and designers—that
nurtures grassroots forms of creative enter-
prise while partaking in a parallel process of
gentrification. 
Like the Ethridge/Radboy project, much
of the work DIS included in the show seemed
to hover between two primary experiences of
humor as it has manifested itself in art of the
past quarter-century. On the one hand, artists
have generated jokes that are overt, relatively
legible, and attached to an identifiable source.
Whether such an approach targets the art
world, a current event, or a political issue, the
viewer does not struggle to recognize the
comedic intent. On the other hand, there is a
strain of humor that takes cover behind the
opaque surface of irony. Such humor hints at a
sly, mocking sensibility but ultimately denies
the recipient the satisfaction of laughter at a
well-targeted joke. As Radboy, who serves as
the creative director of Bidoun magazine, put it
in a 2014 interview when asked to predict style
and pop-culture trends for 2015: “I think in
general there will be a turn away from clever-
ness and irony, as its grammar becomes too ubiquitous, and the ‘new’ will retreat
into the inexplicable.”2 The mixed critical reactions to the 9th Berlin Biennale
suggest that many close observers of the exhibition had trouble locating the pre-
cise critical tone established by the curators. It thus offered a valuable opportunity
to test the communicative powers of humor and irony in contemporary art.
2. The interview with Radboy appeared online in the “Dazed 100” list of the most influential
artists, designers, models, and actors, Dazed and Confused magazine (2014),
http://www.dazeddigital.com/projects/article/22415/1/56-babak-radboy. Radboy’s profile is No. 56.
He is responsible for creating the Shanzhai Biennial, which he describes on his personal website
(www.babakradboy.com) as “an experiment in pure publicity without the unnecessary burden of actual
products or services.” 
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Cover of program flyer for the 9th
Berlin Biennale for Contemporary Art.
*In the past fifteen years, a growing number of exhibitions, books, and confer-
ences have examined comedy as a critical tool for both the production and recep-
tion of contemporary art in a global context. Exhibitions such as Situation Comedy:
Humor in Recent Art and Laughing in a Foreign Language, as well as historical studies
like the essay collection Black Sphinx: On the Comedic in Modern Art and David
Robbins’s Concrete Comedy, have charted the multiple and sometimes contradictory
aims and effects of humor in art.3 The comedic mode has long thrived during
moments of social and political transition, with visual artists providing both relief
and criticism as they responded to the art context or to international events
(Alphonse Allais and Tristan Tzara are just two examples). Throughout much of
the twentieth century, artists from Francis Picabia to Sigmar Polke produced a run-
ning commentary on the high-minded self-regard of both figurative and abstract
painting, providing a witty counterweight to formalist and existentialist serious-
ness. Today, in the wake of globalization’s emergence as one of the dominant criti-
cal paradigms for contemporary art, we are again witnessing a resurgence of inter-
est among artists and curators in jokes and laughter. After a spate of institutional
reflections on humor in global contemporary art, it is a favorable moment to
examine the work of artists who employ comedy in order to critique a facile notion
of globalization that aims for universal comprehension and inclusivity. Instead of
the fluid mobility of language and form, a diverse array of artists have stressed, to
varying degrees of effectiveness, the situatedness of humor, highlighting the
opportunities for missed signals and semantic gaps as works of art (and the artists
who make them) travel around the world. Nowhere is this more visible than in the
large-scale international exhibitions of contemporary art—what Okwui Enwezor
calls “mega-exhibitions”—that take place at regular intervals and that can be
found today in approximately two hundred locations worldwide.4
A 1999 cartoon by Olav Westphalen neatly captures several issues that I
would like to explore here. In the image, a reporter and a television cameraman
interview an unshaven man wearing ragged clothes before the smoldering ruins of
a town. The haggard man says, “What our village needs now is a biennial.” Made at
the end of a decade in which the number of international biennials rapidly
expanded—as well as a time of ceaseless military conflict—Westphalen’s visual gag,
like the most effective cartoons, was firmly in sync with the Zeitgeist. The claims
for civic and economic improvement that were made when the Guggenheim
3. See Dominic Molon and Michael Rooks, Situation Comedy: Humor in Recent Art (New York:
Independent Curators International, 2005); Mami Kataoka, ed., Laughing in a Foreign Language
(London: Hayward Publishing, 2008); John C. Welchman, ed., Black Sphinx: On the Comedic in Modern
Art (Zurich: JRP|Ringier, 2010); David Robbins, Concrete Comedy: An Alternative History of Twentieth-
Century Comedy (Copenhagen: Pork Salad Press, 2011).
4. As of late 2016, the website of the Biennial Foundation lists 199 active perennial exhibitions:
http://www.biennialfoundation.org/biennial-map/.
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Bilbao opened in 1997, to take one
example, implied that the art world
could offer something tangible and
lasting to cities hoping to reinvent
themselves through cultural tourism.
In terms of public visibility, contempo-
rary art began to move from periphery
to center just as once-marginalized
artists from previously overlooked
parts of the globe came to occupy a
central position in a growing network
of regularly occurring group exhibi-
tions. The cartoon is funny, though
the target of our laughter is not entire-
ly clear: Is it the museum directors
who promote art’s civilizing power, the
local government officials who count
on the economic rewards, the privi-
leged viewers who are able to travel
great distances to see the work, the
artists who increasingly adapt their
practices to the mobility of the bienni-
al circuit, even the townsfolk who believe that art does have something to offer
after all, or all of the above? 
As an artist and cartoonist who writes frequently about humor, Westphalen
recently co-edited a book called Dysfunctional Comedy, which explores comedy’s
capacity to comment trenchantly on current events in ways that do not always
prompt easy laughter.5 The presence of jokes or irony in works of art is often lost
on an audience trained to take paintings or sculptures seriously or, perhaps more
commonly, one that is not fluent in the language and customs of the culture in
question. Furthermore, a viewer might chafe at the “reduction” of art to the level
of the joke; if great art traditionally calls for complexity and contemplation, the
easy humor of a topical cartoon can be dismissed as frivolous and superficial. In
his contribution to Dysfunctional Comedy, Westphalen claims, “There is a history of
comedy in art, and it is buried under a mountain of portentousness.”6 The resis-
tance to laughter is only intensified by the challenge of translating humor in the
context of global biennial culture. As artists, curators, and critics need to go to
greater lengths to unpack the specificity of jokes making unfamiliar social, politi-
cal, and cultural references, the danger of overexplanation becomes acute—
though this can be comical in its own right.
5. Lívia Páldi and Olav Westphalen, eds., Dysfunctional Comedy: A Reader (Berlin: Sternberg
Press, 2016).
6. Olav Westphalen, “Tools for Fools: Dysfunctional Comedy and Crypto-Comedy,” in Páldi and
Westphalen, Dysfunctional Comedy, p. 13.
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Olav Westphalen. Cartoon. 1999.
Studies of humor often focus on the ways in which comedic language is
determined by place and grounded in the specifics of everyday speech and local
customs.7 Humor, as far as it can be understood as a tool or a mode of communi-
cation employed by contemporary artists operating on a global scale, is perhaps
best examined in the context of what Simon Sheikh has called the process of
“biennialization,” in which travel and translation are dominant themes.8 These
mega-events produce interpretive contexts in which the linguistic precision of
humor—both visual and verbal—can be easily lost. Biennials provide a platform
on which to study how visual artists adjust their comedic language to function in a
global context. When works of art travel, whether physically or through digital
means, they must acclimate to new locations, and the scale and speed of this rela-
tively recent historical development have entailed a process of cultural adaptation
for both artists and audiences that calls for a reevaluation of the terms we use to
describe its comedic effects. One might see this development as the late-twentieth-
century manifestation of incongruity theory, which the humor theorist John
Morreall has, in an appropriately dry formulation, described as “humorous laugh-
ter [that] expresses our enjoyment of a discrepancy between what some thing or
situation is and what we expect it to be.”9 Of course, this theory is most readily
conveyed in clear-cut jokes with no inherent conflict between the content and the
context. But the question remains as to whether most large-scale-exhibition visitors
experience intellectual or aesthetic satisfaction in teasing out the humor found in
works from unfamiliar cultures and languages. In thinking from the position of
hindsight about the proliferation of the global biennial in the past twenty-five
years, it is possible to develop models that describe the shifting registers of
comedic language in art since the late 1980s, when the worldwide expansion of
mega-exhibitions led to a breakdown in communication as the frame of shared
reference became impossibly wide.10
Irony and Foreignness
The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the subsequent collapse of socialist
governments in Eastern Europe often serve as historical markers of the gradual
transition from postmodernism to globalization as the dominant paradigm for
7. On this topic, see Simon Critchley, “Laughing at Foreigners: A Peculiar Defence of Ethnic
Humour,” in Laughing in a Foreign Language (London: Hayward Publishing, 2008), pp. 17–23.
8. See Simon Sheikh, “None of the Above: From Hybridity to Hyphenation. The Artist as Model
Subject, and the Biennial Model as Apparatus of Subjectivity,” Manifesta Journal 17 (2014), pp. 13–16.
9. John Morreall, “Comedy,” in Encyclopedia of Aesthetics, ed. Michael Kelly, vol. 1 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1998), p. 403. For a more extended reading of comedic incongruity, see
Alenka Zupancic, The Odd One In: On Comedy (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2008).
10. Okwui Enwezor, “Mega-Exhibitions: The Antinomies of a Transnational Global Form,” in
Other Cities, Other Worlds: Urban Imaginaries in a Globalizing Age, ed. Andreas Huyssen (Durham, NC:
Duke University Press, 2008), pp. 146–78.
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understanding the international reception of contemporary art. The emergence
of globalization theory as a body of writing likewise dates to the late 1980s and
early ’90s, signaling a moment in which, according to Arjun Appadurai, “the
United States is no longer the puppeteer of a world system of images, but is only
one node of a complex transnational construction of imaginary landscapes.”11
Much work of the 1980s that regularly deployed the comedic mode tended to opt
for a relatively direct form of ironic address in keeping with the concurrent ethos
of postmodernism—among the more visible artists, we might think of Fischli and
Weiss, the Guerrilla Girls, David Hammons, Mike Kelley, Martin Kippenberger,
Komar and Melamid, and Sue Williams. Artists developed their work around wide-
ly recognized oppositions to critique power structures, such as the Guerrilla Girls’
billboards exposing gender bias in the art world, or Hammons’s Bliz-aard Ball Sale
of 1983, in which systems of valuation were applied to works of art. Following in
the steps of Jean-Hubert Martin’s Magiciens de la terre exhibition of 1989, an experi-
mental project that has come to be read as a foundational moment in the geo-
graphical expansion of contemporary art, the traditional centers of production in
Europe and North America were faced with a range of languages, forms, and con-
textual references that made it difficult to maintain the assumption of common
codes.12 As irony’s once-firm foothold in Western postmodernism began to loosen,
Paul de Man’s question about the trope from 1977 seemed especially prescient in
retrospect: “But what if irony is always of understanding, if irony is always the irony
of understanding, if what is at stake in irony is always the question of whether it is
possible to understand or not to understand?”13 This view of irony dates back at
least to the time of Friedrich Schlegel, but it seems to have become particularly
acute in our current era of heightened mobility and cultural exchange.14 In this
sense, one can say that “globalization,” insofar as it implies large-scale transforma-
tions in international communication, has made irony’s inherent connection to
Unverständlichkeit a more visible part of everyday encounters with art and culture
from unfamiliar places. Numerous artists of the 1990s and 2000s took note of this
dialogical instability and highlighted its potential for humorous misunderstand-
ing, in the process linking the ironic with the comedic mode.   
But even for a local audience, comedic irony can be difficult to understand.
During the late 1980s and early ’90s, as Slovenia transitioned out of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to become an independent nation in 1992, the col-
lective Neue Slowenische Kunst (NSK) mounted a multilayered, deeply complex
commentary on the totalitarian systems of Stalinism and National Socialism. Their
11. Arjun Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy,” Public
Culture 2, no. 2 (Spring 1990), p. 4.
12. For an overview of the exhibition, see Lucy Steeds, et al, Making Art Global (2): “Magiciens de la
Terre” 1989 (London: Afterall Books, 2013).
13. Paul de Man, “The Concept of Irony,” in Aesthetic Ideology, ed. Andrzej Warminski
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996). The essay is based on a lecture that de Man deliv-
ered in Ohio in April 1977.
14. See Friedrich Schlegel, “Über die Unverständlichkeit,” in Kritische Friedrich-Schlegel-Ausgabe,
ed. Hans Eichner, vol. 2 (Munich: Ferdinand Schöningh, 1967), pp. 363–72.
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project began with the merger in 1984 of three groups that had formed a few years
prior: the industrial band Laibach, the artists’ group IRWIN, and the performance
project known as Scipion Nasice Sisters Theatre/SNST. They were subsequently
joined by other collectives concentrating on specific activities such as graphic
design and philosophy that turned NSK into a fully functioning quasi-state appara-
tus with its own fictitious passport that they grant regardless of actual citizenship.15
For anyone familiar with NSK’s resolutely ambivalent play with fascist poses and
iconography, it may seem jarring to discuss their work in relation to comedy. Yet
in thinking about irony’s kinship with humor, the critical reception of the project,
both in the former Yugoslavia and internationally, has generated substantial
debate as to whether NSK should be read as an elaborate parody of or a dangerous
flirtation with murderous ideologies. Indeed, a theorist with close knowledge of
the group and one of the most adept writers on critical ambiguity, Slavoj Žižek,
wrote in 1993 about why Laibach and NSK should not be understood as proper
fascists. He described early responses by Slovenian critics who, writing during a
period when socialism was on the wane, first assumed that the group’s stance was
an ironic response to authoritarianism and wondered, if that were indeed the case,
whether its audience could correctly interpret such a gambit. For Žižek, this led to
productive questions that cast doubt on irony’s presumed distance from its target:
“What if, on the contrary, the dominant attitude of the contemporary ‘postideo-
logical’ universe is precisely the cynical distance toward public values? What if this
distance, far from posing any threat to the system, designates the supreme form of
conformism, since the normal function of the system requires cynical distance?”16
Žižek argues that NSK’s “over-identification” with the totalitarian structure dis-
places the objective, critical stance associated with irony “by bringing to light the
obscene superego underside of the system.”17 In the case of NSK’s relatively direct
and plausible deployment of fascist iconography and gestures, the meta-level of
ironic address exceeds the viewer/listener’s capacity to separate parodic mockery
from sincere imitation. The critical distance of irony is replaced by the cynical dis-
tance of conformism, which is, in a seemingly paradoxical outcome, the very
means by which a truly critical position can be developed.
This discussion of NSK may seem tangential to an essay on contemporary art
and the comedic mode. But I want to suggest that it is precisely in the example of
the Slovenian critics’ uncertain response to NSK that this history offers a useful
model for understanding the precarious state of jokes as they migrate in the con-
text of high-attendance, large-scale exhibitions. If it was already challenging for
local critics to interpret NSK’s project as an ironic, perhaps even comedic,
response to an authoritarian state, how could the rest of the world possibly com-
15. For a summary of the groups’ origins and a list of the many individuals involved, see NSK:
From Kapital to Capital: An Event of the Final Decade of Yugoslavia, ed. Zdenka Badovinac (Ljubljana:
Moderna Galerija and Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015), p. 527. 
16. Slavoj Žižek, “Why Are Laibach and NSK Not Fascists?,” in Badovinac, NSK, p. 203.
17. Ibid.
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prehend this critique as the work began to circulate more widely during the
1990s?18 To the extent that Laibach and IRWIN borrowed fascist poses and symbols
from the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, they employed a visual language that
connoted foreignness as much as it evoked the culture of Tito’s Yugoslavia. The
NSK project was thus well positioned to address multiple contexts simultaneously,
from Slovenian intellectuals’ attempts to reveal the “superego underside of the
system” to late-stage Yugoslavian socialism, from post-Wall reckonings with the
communist past in Eastern Europe to critiques of ideology taking place around
the world (from China to Cuba) during the “post-socialist” 1990s. The NSK group
offers just one example of how the global circulation of works with a humorous
edge has entailed countless small and large acts of translation and interpretation.
Perhaps this explains why there is a broad category of comical works that are not
transparently funny: The viewer might detect a humorous impulse behind the
object or the image but not know whether it is meant to inspire laughter.
Westphalen refers to such works as examples of “crypto-comedy,” which he
describes as “comedy that lays low, that does not appear to be funny unless you
are keyed in.”19 This sense of being in on the joke is, of course, a key facet of
ironic exchange, but the hesitation on the part of the audience has been exacer-
bated by the sheer amount of relevant context (historical, social, political, formal,
etc.), which can overwhelm even the most informed viewer.
18. NSK represented Slovenia at the 1993 Venice Biennale, and the group has most recently
organized two biennials under the title of NSK State Folk Art Biennale in 2014 (Baumwollspinnerei,
Leipzig) and 2016 (Burren College of Art, County Clare, Ireland).
19. Westphalen, “Tools for Fools,” p. 19.
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IRWIN. Kapital. 1991.
Courtesy of Galerija Gregor Podnar, Berlin.
The Artist as Trickster
By the end of the 1990s, one strategy that artists had developed in order to
deal with this surfeit of background information was to embrace and enhance it as
part of a critical response to the very exhibition structures that had changed with the
advent of biennial culture. As Okwui Enwezor’s 2002 Documenta 11 convincingly
demonstrated, artists from outside the traditional Western centers of production
were in the best position to test the audience’s willingness to commit to an active
reading process while acknowledging their own ignorance. The Beninese Georges
Adéagbo was among the most forceful artists operating outside of the West to
emerge on the international stage during the second half of the 1990s, though he
has always refused the label of “artist,” having worked on his own in Benin for more
than two decades before taking part in his first exhibition in 1994. Adéagbo’s contri-
bution to Documenta 11  confronted the viewer with a wealth of materials (posters,
newspaper articles, books, statues, found objects, advertisements, clothing, flags, and
more) that he had gathered from around the world. Some of it came from West
Africa, where he also engaged local artisans to transform and reinterpret the items
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Georges Adéagbo. The Explorer and the Explorers Facing the History
of Exploration . . . ! The World Theatre. 2002. Installation view.
Documenta 11, Kassel, Germany. Photograph by Stephan Köhler. 
he had brought from the North. The end result was a multilayered installation that
held a mirror up to Adéagbo’s European hosts, offering the erstwhile colonizers a
perspective on a violent past that emerged through materials the individual “explor-
er” had amassed during a quiet and focused phase of research. The display did not
only include publications and advertisements from European colonial history; it also
situated the colonial project within an art context by including references to well-
known European figures like Joseph Beuys and Harald Szeemann. To see
Szeemann’s portrait hanging near a painting of Muhammad Ali is to recognize the
curator’s celebrity status in the art world, but, more critically, it implicates even the
most enlightened and innovative figure in a history of “discovering” works by cultur-
al producers in the global South. 
For an essay in the Documenta 11 exhibition catalogue, Jean Fisher singled out
the role of the trickster figure, which appears in cultures around the world, as crucial
for maintaining the possibility of critical agency in the neoliberal 1990s, when institu-
tions and markets had become adept at coopting the languages of dissent. With the
growing presence in international biennials and conferences of artists and intellectu-
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Georges Adéagbo. The Explorer and the Explorers Facing the History
of Exploration . . . ! The World Theatre. 2002. Installation view.
Documenta 11, Kassel, Germany. Photograph by Stephan Köhler. 
als from Africa, Asia, Oceania, and Latin America, the trickster found new possibili-
ties and, as Fisher suggests, helped to lead the West “back to Europe’s repressed pop-
ular carnivalesque, with which it shares the liberatory power of laughter, the oppor-
tunism of the bricoleur, masquerade and synchronicity, the centrality of the feast, and
the marketplace at the crossroads.”20 Adéagbo’s own process of bricolage pushes mate-
rial abundance to a state of interpretive overload; although his arrangements of sin-
gular images and objects are orderly and propose internal connections, the conscien-
tious viewer can only engage the work at a slow pace that does not correlate well with
the rushed temporality of a mega-exhibition. While these elements are not necessarily
amusing on their own, a comedic impulse beats at the heart of his practice, indicating
a willingness to “face the history of exploration” in a collective sense that prompts a
shared experience of getting lost in the details of historical exchange between cul-
tures, even if that exchange has been frequently traumatic. David Robbins describes
the role of what he calls the “comic anthropologist,” who “traffics in forms and thus is
aligned with the neutrality of forms. For this reason, the comic anthropologist’s posi-
tion is less reassuring than the satirist’s, who is always positioned above his subject
matter.”21 Adéagbo’s project both exposes false representations of the Other and
offers new perspectives—partly through the reworking of older material by African
artisans with whom he collaborates—on possible points of future connectivity. In the
process, the attentive viewer/reader will gain an awareness of the power of the trick-
ster through what Fisher describes as “the reclamation of the language of agency
through the transforming power of the imagination.”22 Though linguistic incon-
gruities are not innately humorous, Adéagbo draws on comedy’s capacity to find con-
vergences where there should only be oppositions.
When scanning the rows of Adéagbo’s research materials, which are laid out
both on the wall and the floor, one can find such humorous pairings as Ali and
Szeemann, cultural figures regarded as heroes and mavericks in their respective
fields but who are not ordinarily part of a shared discourse. Ali’s long-term
engagement with Africa, from the 1974 “Rumble in the Jungle” with George
Foreman to his later friendship with Nelson Mandela, is unexpectedly placed in
relation to Szeemann’s impact as an independent curator who, first with
Documenta 5 in 1972 and later with the introduction of the Aperto section of the
Venice Biennale in 1980, helped to usher in the era of the sweeping global survey
of contemporary art. Both figures broke boundaries, but to think of them in the
same context—as celebrities in their professions—seems to inflate the impact of
Szeemann while flattening the accomplishments of Ali, a far more visible person
on an international level. These moments of disjuncture are emblematic of the
working methods of jokes, which similarly pair unlike elements to suggest unex-
20. Jean Fisher, “Toward a Metaphysics of Shit,” in Documenta 11—Platform 5: Exhibition
(Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2002), p. 69.
21. Robbins, Concrete Comedy, p. 182.
22. Fisher, “Toward a Metaphysics of Shit,” p. 69.
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pected correspondences. Adéagbo need not have intended for any of these specif-
ic juxtapositions to stimulate a comedic response. As Mikkel Borch-Jacobson put it
in an essay on laughter, “Laughter bursts forth . . . at the sudden revelation of the
relativity of everything.”23 It is enough that the patient viewer take note of such
mismatches to develop an appreciation of Adéagbo’s trickster mind-set.
Biennials and Cultural Translation
Six years after Documenta 11, Enwezor took stock of the impact that such all-
encompassing exhibitions had made on the landscape of global contemporary art. In
addition to bringing visitors to parts of the world that had previously been excluded
from the international exhibition circuit (with biennials in cities such as Gwangju,
South Korea, and Dakar, Senegal), the expansive format of the mega-exhibition
marked a new chapter in the history of communication between the centers and the
peripheries: “Avid for critical incarnation of new forms of experimental production,
cultural translation in the global present confronts one with a way to begin again,
where the past is neither a foreign country, nor simply the authentic name for ori-
gin.”24 Enwezor’s notion of a reset in the exchange of information between the once-
colonized and the former colonizers holds out hope for moving beyond fixed notions
of cultural identity, suggesting that mutually comprehensible languages and modes of
production might yet be developed. The subtle tease of the trickster figure is only one
route by which humor might find its way into this revitalized public sphere. More
overt forms of comedic address have appeared in the past fifteen years, though, as
with the artist-as-trickster, pinpointing the source of laughter is not easy when con-
fronted with the gags and witticisms of distant languages and cultures. And yet the
works on display at any major international exhibition are there because a curator
decided that they could speak to a relatively wide audience. As Caroline A. Jones has
written, “The moment a work is inserted into a world’s fair or international biennial it
should be understood as always already translated, yet only in order to speak of difference
itself.”25 This dual set of expectations places a burden on artists who may not initially
envision their work as belonging to such an extensive network of exchange. Or does
this happen even without the artist’s conscious effort? In other words, is every work of
art encountered in the context of “biennial culture” capable of communicating an
idea while remaining resolutely singular and unapproachable?26
In an example of a work that delivers a message about both access and differ-
ence, Candice Breitz produced the film Aiwa to Zen in 2003. She describes her
process at the start: 
During my first visit to Japan in 2002, I wrote down every Japanese word
that I had known before visiting Japan. The thin vocabulary of about 150
23. Mikkel Borch-Jacobson, “The Laughter of Being,” MLN 102, no. 4 (September 1987), p. 754.
24. Enwezor, “Mega-Exhibitions,” p. 170.
25. Caroline A. Jones, “Biennial Culture: A Longer History,” in The Biennial Reader, ed. Elena
Filipovic (Bergen: Bergen Kunsthall and Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2010), p. 70. Emphasis in original.
26. “Biennial culture” is the term Jones uses. See ibid., p. 69.
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words that I managed to scrape together had to do almost exclusively with
an exotic and imaginary Japan, or a consumable Japan . . . with eating
Japanese food, Japan at war, Japanese pop culture, the Japanese art and
fashion worlds, and, overwhelmingly, with dozens of Japanese brand
names. I asked five Japanese-speakers to improvise a series of scenes from
daily life, using only my primitive foreigner’s Japanese.27
Breitz thus begins with the premise that she will be out of place in Japan, unmoored
as she circulates in a country with a language that she knows at the level of a toddler.
Writing in 2010, Edgar Schmitz acknowledges the comedy in Breitz’s rejection of the
notion of a cosmopolitan ease of travel associated with a conception of privilege, but
he argues that “humor provides only very limited relief” for the viewer’s “fundamen-
tal sense of exclusion.”28 In spite of the film’s reduction to a set of terms that many
viewers will know (such as anime, bonsai, karate, and tofu), the specific gestures and
vocalizations of the Japanese actors, who are huddled around a low table, declare
the formation of a community to
which we in the audience do not
belong.
In a related but distinct con-
text of institutional belonging, we
might consider Andrea Fraser’s
response to the branding of muse-
ums through the hiring of “starchi-
tects” like Frank Gehry. In her sin-
gle-chanel video Little Frank and
His Carp (2001), Fraser listens to
the audio guided tour of Gehry’s
Bilbao Guggenheim, a narrative so
enticing that she feels invited to
engage bodily with the museum
architecture. Of course, her credu-
lous facial expressions and seem-
ingly involuntary responses to the guide’s suggestive language make us laugh with
a vague sense of superiority—one of the classic models of the joke. But there is
also something rather sinister at play as she reacts to the prompts of the authorita-
tive male voice. Beyond a mere parody of the Guggenheim’s grandiose claims for
the building’s “sensuous curves,” Fraser’s piece serves as a critical rejoinder to a
particular process of indoctrination, as museums try to expand their audiences
through architectural amenities, promotional materials, and events programming.
Despite the fact that, as Fraser makes clear, institutions have been highly success-
27. This description appears on Breitz’s website: http://www.candicebreitz.net/pdf/
Aiwa_To_Zen_Statement.pdf.
28. Edgar Schmitz, “Aiwa to Zen,” in The Scripted Life: Candice Breitz, ed. Yilmaz Dziewior
(Bregenz: Kunsthaus Bregenz, 2010), p. 131.
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Courtesy of KOW Berlin.
ful in absorbing critiques of their structures, there are still appropriate and inap-
propriate ways to engage with museum buildings and the art they contain. Fraser
reveals the absurdity of the museum’s efforts to make architectural exclusivity
seem like an expression of democra-
tic desire.
Indeed, just as viewers adjust
their behavior and interpretive
expectations to meet the new scale of
the biennial, so, too, have artists
learned how to make themselves rel-
evant by producing what some refer
to as “biennial art.”29 Since the late
1990s, the “Powerless Structures”
series of Elmgreen and Dragset has
lampooned the seeming lack of an
historical consciousness among
newly founded museums of contem-
porary art. In a 2001 project for the
Istanbul Biennial, the artists fabricat-
ed what appeared to be a small building with a skylight sinking into the earth—the
word temporary still visible on the unburied portion of the structure—compelling
viewers to imagine the proliferating institutions of contemporary art ending up as
ruins in some not-too-distant future. Fifteen years later, Elmgreen and Dragset
were named as the curators of the 2017 edition of the same event, demonstrating
that biennial culture has bred new visual language that speaks to a globally applic-
able set of conditions. This extends, of course, to the neoliberal economy, which
the artists have also explored by highlighting the marriage of art and consumer
culture as internationally recognized brands attract audiences to even the most
distant locations, as in their Prada Marfa of 2005. And Prada Marfa is not unlike
Martin Kippenberger’s Metro-Net (1994–97), an imaginary global subway network
that took the form of multiple entrances and ventilation shafts, exhibited in both
well-trafficked locations, like Kassel (for Documenta 10), and more distant corners
of the globe, including the Greek island of Syros and the Canadian territory of
Yukon. Such works seem at home no matter where they are encountered, embody-
ing the very definition of biennial art and returning us to a postmodern hyper-self-
consciousness, one Žižek has called “interpassivity”: “In postmodern ‘self-reflexive’
art, this dialectical relationship culminates in the uncanny phenomenon of interpas-
sivity, discernible in those cases where the artist inscribes into the product not only
the traces of its production process (the standard avant-garde procedure) but the
anticipated reactions of the passive observer—this high-art counterpart to the mass-
culture phenomenon of canned laughter resorts to the same procedure as the vulgar
29. See Jan Verwoert, “The Curious Case of Biennial Art,” in The Biennial Reader, pp. 184–97.
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joke-teller who laughs noisily at his own joke.”30 Whatever critical take the “power-
less structure” might offer regarding the longevity and authority of the biennial,
the terms are so widely familiar as to erase the component of difference that
makes the question of translation relevant in the first place. 
Other biennial-ready artists focus on cultural adaptation as an act of communi-
ty-building that still hints at locational difference, as in Phil Collins’s 2007 film the
world won’t listen. Collins recorded young people in three international cities—
Bogotá, Istanbul, and Jakarta—as they sang karaoke-style to the beloved compilation
album of the same title by the Smiths. The sort of placelessness that this video pro-
motes, with the viewer unsure as to the location of the filming, speaks to both the
impossibility of translation and the ease with which it can occur as works of art move
around the world. In each of the three films in the installation we see generic back-
drops that speak neither to the country in which the participant was filmed nor to the
English city of Manchester, where the Smiths came together as a band in 1982.
Instead, the unifying force of pop music is on full display: The singers operate along a
spectrum from lighthearted self-mockery to full-throated sincerity. For all of its criti-
cal observation of the performative gestures that link the worlds of contemporary art
and popular music, Collins’s work retains an underlying romantic faith in the power
of song to bring people together rather than reveal their differences. Here, unlike in
Breitz’s film, the moments of disconnection only serve the larger purpose of commu-
nity-building; the humor is welcoming and anti-elitist, giving equal weight to earnest-
ness and embarrassment. Despite their differences, artists like Breitz and Collins sug-
gest that we may have reached a point at which the partially buried irony of NSK has
fully given way to comedy as an almost therapeutic tool. And yet the more intractable
ironies on display at last summer’s Berlin Biennale imply that a critical form of
humor continues to lurk in the margins, to play the role of destabilizing supplement
to what might otherwise have been interpreted as a straightforward, if reductive, mes-
sage about art’s capacity to foster personal and communal empowerment while still
supporting global entertainment and consumerism.
Comedic Mistranslation
In her book Against World Literature, theorist Emily Apter argues that this rela-
tively new field within comparative literature prompts reflection on the problem of
untranslatability as a mode by which texts resist interpretation and appropriation.
For Apter, as for many contemporary artists, unsuccessful or insufficient moments
of translation should not be assessed solely in negative terms: “Perhaps it would be
more accurate to understand the Untranslatable, not as pure difference in opposi-
tion to the always translatable . . . but as a linguistic form of creative failure with
homeopathic uses.”31 Indeed, many contemporary artworks encountered by mass
30. Slavoj Žižek, For They Know Not What They Do: Enjoyment as a Political Factor (1991; New York:
Verso, 2008), p. xxxi. Emphasis in original.
31. Emily Apter, Against World Literature: On the Politics of Untranslatability (New York: Verso,
2013), p. 20.
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audiences foster situations in which one can potentially experience the rehearsing
of “creative failure” as a generative process. Viewers who ponder the limits of their
own cultural knowledge while standing before an Adéagbo installation might fall
into such a category.
An inverse of this theory might be that some works are too easily translated, a
condition related to standard jokes, whether they take verbal or visual form. Paul
McCarthy’s inflated butt plug/Christmas tree (simply called Tree), installed tem-
porarily in 2014 in Paris, is one example. I suspect, however, that the artist did not
fully anticipate the ramifications of placing such a monumentally crass object in
close proximity to the Colonne Vendôme, even if the monument itself was covered
for restoration. On the day after vandals deflated the plug anal, McCarthy was quoted
in the press saying, “I don’t want to be mixed up in this type of controversy and phys-
ical violence, or even to keep taking the risks associated with this work.”32 Audiences
can be unpredictable as artists attempt to calculate the relationship between danger-
ous risk and “homeopathic” benefit, to borrow Apter’s useful term. 
In opposition to world literature’s false faith in a seamless process of transla-
tion, Apter proposes the concept of “oneworldedness,” which she describes as
referring “more narrowly to a delirious aesthetics of systematicity; to the match
between cognition and globalism that is held in place by the paranoid premise
that ‘everything is connected.’”33 In the context of contemporary visual art, bienni-
als and other mega-exhibitions can be understood as the primary sites where this
delicate exchange most frequently leads to productive moments of mistranslation.
The 2016 Berlin Biennale included a number of works that examined the relation-
ship between culture, “wellness,” and market research, thereby taking advantage of
the large crowds that traversed the multiple exhibition sites. This took place
almost in spite of the curators’ apparently sincere, if flawed, effort to foreground
the question of artistic and spectatorial agency by exploiting the visual language of
branding and advertising. The resulting exhibition evoked the paranoia that Apter
sees as possibly liberating, though the members of the DIS collective seemed
unable to decide whether to pitch it as a utopian or a dystopian situation. For their
introductory essay in the catalogue, the curators offered a summary of their
approach that encapsulated their own ambivalent agenda:
The common tools of visual and political persuasion—variously
employed by state and market, left and right, art and commerce—
swarm both the biennial as institution and “art” as a category of cultural
production. The 9th Berlin Biennale of Contemporary Art materializes
the paradoxes that make up the world in 2016: the virtual as the real,
nations as brands, people as data, culture as capital, wellness as politics,
happiness as GDP, and so on.34
32. Quoted in Anna Altman, “Is a Sculpture That Resembles a Sex Toy a National Scandal?,” in
The New York Times, October 24, 2014. 
33. Apter, Against World Literature, p. 72.
34. DIS, “The Present in Drag,” in The Present in Drag, p. 56.
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Based on the critical response to the event, it is clear that at least some attentive
viewers found that the curators placed more emphasis on works that supported
the frictionless merging of these various categories than on prying open the gaps
between them.35
And yet throughout the biennial there were signs that a more focused critical
sensibility operated at the margins. The London-born, Berlin-based artist Simon
Fujiwara created a room-sized installation at the Akademie der Künste in collabo-
ration with his brother, Daniel, an economist who researches “happiness.” For
Fujiwara’s Happy Museum, the artist assembled a range of disparate elements, all of
which spoke to notions of well-being as seen from the perspective of Berlin.
Displayed on pedestals, some of which were covered in Plexiglas cases, the assort-
ment of found objects humorously responded to the rebranded capital city more
than a quarter-century after the fall of the Wall. As summarized in the exhibition
catalogue, the combined items presented “an uneasy snapshot of a new
Germany—a country reimagined and apparently at ease with itself,” a description
that would seem to ignore the many internal tensions and pressures within the
political and social spheres.36 The pairing, for instance, of dried-out lengths of
white asparagus with a row of Kinder Schokolade packages bearing the images of a
multiethnic group of children from a special European-football-championship edi-
tion commented insightfully on the link between consumption, branding, and
35. See, in particular, Wolfgang Ullrich, “Das Ende einer Illusion,” in Art: Das Kunstmagazin
(August 23, 2016): http://www.art-magazin.de/szene/16861-rtkl-wolfgang-ullrich-ueber-die-berlin-
biennale-2016-das-ende-einer-illusion; David Joselit, “Four Theses on Branding,” Texte zur Kunst 103
(September 2016), pp. 169–72.
36. DIS, “Simon Fujiwara,” in The Present in Drag, p. 288.
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Simon Fujiwara. The Happy Museum. 2016. Installation view, 
9th Berlin Biennale for Contemporary Art, 2016. 
Photograph by Timo Ohler. 
national identity against the backdrop of the current refugee crisis. In doing so,
Fujiwara made a compelling case that artists might still locate productive comedic
frictions within the fluid spaces of the biennial, perhaps helping to ensure the rel-
evance of mega-exhibitions for the future.
At the same time, the potential for missed signals in these exhibitions
remains high with such a diverse international audience. One of humor’s positive
social effects is the formation of a community of sense, but this of course requires
a common language.37 Visitors to the Berlin Biennale would have to be familiar
with the standard image of a blond, light-skinned boy on the box of Kinder
Schokolade, a symbol of quotidian European whiteness. They would also have to be
aware of the class-based and seasonal connotations of white asparagus, an aspira-
tional vegetable that middle- and upper-middle-class consumers (Germans call it
“white gold”) enjoy for a window of time in the late spring and early summer. The
stalks of asparagus are hand-picked, typically by migrant farmworkers, in a
painstaking process designed to avoid broken stalks. In other words, Fujiwara’s
visual gag only reaches its full comedic impact with a fair amount of prior knowl-
edge, a feature of jokes that rely on what the philosopher Ted Cohen has called
“commonplaces.”38 The particular culinary references in this example are proba-
bly sufficiently recognizable, at least in Europe, to allow the artist’s commentary
on class-based eating habits in Germany to translate to a broader critical reflection
on contemporary art’s embeddedness in neoliberal systems of marketing, brand-
ing, and consumption.  
Fujiwara’s project demonstrated that the biennial as an institution has proved
to be an effective platform for exploring the possibilities of community formation
through the visual and textual codes of jokes as they respond to and move between
sites around the world. Yet, on the whole, the 9th Berlin Biennale made clear that
the potency of humor and irony to disturb the seamless alignment of art and com-
merce, or culture and wellness/lifestyle, within the large-scale exhibition is quickly
diminished as the singular voices of individual works get lost in the curators’ drive to
develop a coherent unifying concept. In this case, the very theme of the show—in
the organizers’ words, “the paradoxes that make up the world in 2016”—speaks to
the blurring of lines between categories of experience (work and leisure, public and
private, community and individual, etc.) that global capital has so successfully insti-
gated as part of its self-perpetuation. As artists seek to maintain comedy’s capacity for
resistance, perhaps a return to NSK’s aggressive deployment of forbidden historical
gestures or Adéagbo’s insistence on postcolonial difference would revive a critical
version of irony that can challenge the more conformist brand of humor typically
encountered at biennials. The well-timed, easily digested joke still has its place in
these events, but now more than ever the unwieldy mega-exhibition calls for a
comedic mode that can activate the potential of missed translation.
37. On the notion of a sensus communis in relation to humor, see Simon Critchley, On Humour
(London: Routledge, 2002), pp. 79–91.
38. Ted Cohen, Jokes: Philosophical Thoughts on Joking Matters (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1999), p. 17.
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